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Hybrid Meeting set-up in-house equipment 
 
All cords have been left in place 
 

1. Move the laptop out (being careful not to pull the wireless receiver cord too far).  The wireless 
receiver can be set on the bench, but might be on the shelf under the TV for storage. 

2. Make sure the extension cord is turned on. 
3. Plug in the laptop (I suggest the middle of the bench, not the extension panel). 
4. Turn all three pieces of equipment on:   

a. TV using the remote 
b. Laptop – power is on the top right keypad; PIN is the same 4-digit code that allows you 

to get the meeting house key out of its lockbox 
c. Wireless microphone receiver – power is on the front left- you have to press and hold it 

for a bit 
5. Make sure the microphones have power.  If you press the slider up, there should be a 

momentary red light.  Slider on bottom is off, middle is mute, top is on but there will be no light 
to tell you it’s on. 

6. On the laptop desktop, there is a file called Zoom link.  Double-click on it to open in Notepad. 
a. Copy the link 

7. Start Chrome, which looks like this: 

 
a. Paste the link to the Zoom meeting in the address bar 
b. Zoom audio should be left on (not mute) 

a. Audio input is the “Microphone (USB Pnp Sound Device)” 
b. Speaker is the Beyond TV (probably not right-need to check)) 

c. Zoom video should be left on and laptop camera turned toward chairs 
d. Once in Zoom, turn on the transcription 

8. To turn the laptop off, click on the “start” window, which looks like this: 

 
9. It will open a window and at the bottom right of the window, click on the power icon, which 

looks like this: 

 
10. If it asks you if you want to update and then shut down, say Yes and wait until the update is 

done. 
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Troubleshooting: 
 
First checks:   

• Are all the cables snug as a bug in a rug? (reset the cables) 

• Is the extension cord button red/on? (some people turn it off) 

• Do you see a red light briefly flash on the microphones as you turn them off and on? (New batteries 
are in the storage closet but check to make sure the wireless receiver is on first if the remote host 
doesn’t hear you) 

 
  
LAPTOP is the key 
HDMI cable to the back of the TV, which says HDMI 2 
The wireless receiver cable is USB between the laptop and the back of the receiver for the microphones 
 
Troubleshooting laptop: 

• Make sure the wi-fi is connected.  Wi-fi name and password is RCFMOT and Community! If you 
don’t see that the wi-fi is connected on the bottom right of the screen, click on the bottom right 
corner where the globe is.  (It will show a wi-fi symbol if it’s on wi-fi, a globe if wi-fi is not 
connected.) 

• May need to check settings to make sure wi-fi is on.  Click on the Start icon and type “wi-fi” in 
the search settings 

• Click on the Windows icon, and type “sound settings” in the Search bar 
 
Sometimes, the laptop will ask to verify your identity.  You don’t really need to do anything and the 
laptop will continue working.  However, if you want to verify that you are a legitimate user, 
 
Laptop name:  RCFlaptop 
Operating System: Windows 11 
Purchased 5/4/2022 
Microsoft account:  RCFlaptop at Hotmail dot com/ Community ! 
 First name: Red Cedar Last name: Friends DOB 3/28/2000 

Alternate email for identity verification:  RCFZoom1400 at gmail dot com  (pw not posted here 
for security) 

 
McAfee anti-virus is login name esthercs at comcast dot net.  Community 1400 !  Expires June 17, 2024 
 
MICROPHONES 
Basic setup - cables: 
Laptop:  connect the HDMI cable between the TV and laptop 
Receiver for wireless microphones:  connect the USB cable between the receiver and laptop 
 There is no app/new device/setting to configure. 
 
Zoom audio input: Microphone (USB Pnp Sound Device) 
 
Zoom audio settings: 
 Zoom audio ON (not mute) 
 Laptop speaker ON (test with TV - may be that we want it off) 
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 Checkbox:  Automatically adjust microphone volume 
 Selection:  Suppress background noise = Auto 
Microphone wireless receiver settings: 
 Two mics / one will either be the left or right channel 

When one mic is on, you should see a green light beside one of the two volume knobs on the 
receiver 

 
Wireless in Meeting house: 
 RCFMOT is the wireless name 
 Password is Community! 
 
If the wireless is not working (for example, you can't get a wireless signal on your phone) 
 Grab the 5-foot ladder that is currently by the coat rack in the fellowship room 
 Climb up to the top of the bookcase inside the door leading from the hall to the library 
 Press the power button 
 Leave off for the count of 10 
 Turn the power back on 
 
Is the TV seeing that the input from the laptop is set to the correct port in the back? 
 
Check the TV input if it says anything other than HDMI 2.  Press this button on the TV remote. 
 

 
 

 
If it says anything other than HDMI 2, press the up and down arrows to select HDMI 2 input. 
 


